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HARDWARE PRE-PROCESSING FOR DATA
OF UNDERWATER MEASURING SYSTEM

Wang Mukun Liu Gozhi
Li Zhenglian

ABSTRACT

The synchro double pulse signal mode is freqently used in Short Base Line (SBL)
underwater positioning system so as to obtain the information of both distance and depth
of a target simultaneously. Howerer, this signal mode also brings about ranging
indistinctness resulting in a shorter positioning distance much less than that limited by the
period of the synchro signal. This paper presents a hardware distance gate date acquiring
scheme. It puts the original data sent to the computer in order of “direct first pulse--depth
information pulse (or first pulse reflected by water surface)•••- to guarantee the effective
positioning distance of the system. It has the advantage of reducing the processing time of
the computer thus ensuring the realtime functioning of the system.

UNDERWATER MEASURING PRINCIPLE

To position an underwater target, up to now, the more efficient way is the underwater
acoustic positioning. This system has one measurement array. Becarse the distance
betweent he target and the measurement system is larger than the dimension of the array.
this positioning system is called the Short Base Line (SBL) system.

The signaler mode SBL underwater positioning system, which requires to place a
synchro-signaler on the measured target, receives a signal from the synchro-signaler. The
signal which is transmitted according to some fixed moment, is usually a set of double
pulse. The first pulse transmitted at the moment controlled by the synchronic clock
system placed on the targed and the SBL measurement system is used for positioning and
the time interval between the double pulses gives the information of the navigation depth
of the target.

The positioning method of the underwater target carrying a synchro-signaler always uses
the way of the cross of spheres .1

The position equations are:
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where (X  , Y  , Z ) are the position coordinates of the target at i-th transmitting moment i  i  i

(x  , y  , z ) are the position coordinates of j-th array element; c is the sound velocity inj  j  j



water, approximately equal to 1500m/ s; )t  is the time interval between the i-thij

transmitting moment and the moment that the signal is received at the j-th array element.

For conveniently getting the solution of the above coupled equations of 2-nd degree, it is
necessary that Nis equal to 4,so that there are 4 unknown quantities:   X  , Y  , Z  and )ti  i  i  ij

time interval between the transmitting moment and the moment that the signal is
received).

In our system, the value of N is 6, the aim of using the surplus equations is to increase the
accuracy of the result.

PROBLEM CAUSED BY THE DOUBLE-PULSE

As mentioned above, in the signaler-mode underwater positioning system, the first
problem is the synchro-time operation accuracy. Two clocks working synchronously
should be used. One is placed on the sound signaler and the other is placed on the SBL
measurement system. Then this system can measure the propagating time of acoustic
signal in water and evaluate the distance between thd acoustic source (signaler) and every
element of the array.

(a) Transmitted sygnal waveform; (b) Received signal waveform
Fig.1 Waveform of transmitted signal and received signal

But in practical measurement, however, we have discovered that the practical effective
positioning range is any the less than maximum positioning range limited by the synchro-
signal period. The reason is very simple: the double-pulse signal makes a remarkable
influrence. In the follwing we can explain the reason. Let us see Fig.2.



Fig.2 As the second pulse of the doublc-pulse signal invades in the next signal period,
the effective positioning range is reduced (the waveform of water surface 

reflection signal is not drown up)

SupposeT=0.1s, t=20ms, the maximum of positioning range R  is limited:max

R  = cT = 150mmax

As a result of the existence of the double-pulse signal, however, if the target did not get
into the range R , the second pulse would fall into the next signal period. So that, in themax

next period ,the received singals are put in the following order:“ the second pulse belongs
to the last period, the first pulse belongs to this period•••” (see Fig. 2 (b)).

Under these conditions the solving computer ust judge first, then selects the direct first
pulse and sends the correct data to solve the target position.

In fact, at the measuring scene, the codition is much more complex: except for the
double-pulse signal, there are the reflected signals form the water surface and other
boundary sections (such as sea bottom and lake bottom). Particularly, the effect of the
surface reflected signal is much more serious. This is because that received water surface
reflected signal is the summation of many random reflected signals from some points.
The amplitude of the above signal envelope may be considered as random. Measured
result indicates that the amplitude ratios between the direct signals and the reflected
signals undulate from !20dB to +10dB. In the receiver, by using amplitude threshold
detector, those reflected signals become a set of randomly delayed signals following the
direct signal. Those mentioned above will make the computer spend a lot of operating
time and frequently make the original data unbelievable.

As assumped above T = 0.1s,  )T= 20ms, the practical positioning range is merely:

R  = R  ! )Tc = 120mmax  max

In consideration of the water surface reflected signals, the effective positioning range
would be less than this value. In order to solve this problem, the author of this paper
designed a set of hardware pre-processing system for data of SBL underwater positioning
system. Besides using typical frequency filter and pulse width selector, there is a



“distance gate”, which utilizes some prioriknown parameters such as the signal period
and the moving velocity of the target. The gat, system can pledge the original data to be
sent to computer in order of “direct first pulse-depth information pulse (or first pulse
reflected by water surface•••”). It has the advantage of reducing the processing time of
the computer and ensuring the real time function of the system. In other hand, this data
acquisition scheme ensures the maximum positioning range.

THE FUNCTION AND BLOCK DIAGRAM OF THE DISTANCE GATE

(1) function
a) Beginning state, when there is no received siganl ,is in the “ALL PASS” state: the

receiver is in the waiting state.
b) After having signal, utilizing the priori known parameters: the period T and the

moving velocity of the target, gate system automaticaly selects every channel of receiver
which brings the “selective pass” state according to the fixed ahead of time. So that the
direct first pulse signal can be sent to computer first.

c) When the target moves in different modes: in straight line mode, in curve mode,
coming close to, going away from and even stopping at some places, the gate system can
automaticaly keep the track and catch the direct first signal pulse.

d) When the signal is lost, within the predetermined period of time, the “gate system”
automaticaly mends “gate” 1 to “gate” 2, to catch signals again.

e) If the system does not catch the signals again, its will return to the “beginning state”.

(2) The circuit blockscheme (Fig.3)
The explanation of Fig. 3:

As mentioned above, Function a)the beginning state of the system, there is no received
signa, therefore, control switches No. 1 and No. 2 are in the “on” state.

Timer, which is reset by synchronic pulse signal, sends out three timing signals: 10ms,
40ms and 70ms to trigger a monostable multivibrator, using the multivibrator output
function, and makes the sum of the three pulses with width 35ms. This is the “ALL
PASS” gate signal.

When the receiver catches the signal from the signaler, the first signal makes the switches
No. 1 and No. 2 “off”. Then the reset signal remains only one from the output signals of
the receiver. In this case the “gate width” is 35ms and that ensures fully the system to
catch the direct first pulse, no matter the target is moving in what mode and with what
velocity.



Fig. 3 The circuit block scheme of the “distance gate”

As a result of the undulation of the signals the receiver may lose some signal. This means
the the receiver does not have any output signal which is used to reset the timer, but the
timer has also the 170ms and 270ms trigger signals, which are used to mend the “gate
signal”. During the pass period of the “gate system”, the receiver may catch the signal,
then the timer is reset, and the system works repeatedly as before. But if the receiver
cannot catech any signal during this period, then at the end of the complemented gate
signal the timer is also reset. The system returns to the beginning state (i. e. the “ ALL
PASS” state).

On the design of distance gate circuit, the crux is to ensure the credibility of the trigger
signal of the gate system. Due to the unduration of the signal and the discrepancy
between the channels, the detection probability is not equal to 100%, especially, for long
distances where the signals are weak, the detection probability is approximately 90%.
Only using the signal from any individual channel the system is not assured to operate
regularly. But practical meansurement indicates that loss probability of different channels
is independent statistically especially when the elements are placed further apart from
each other. So that we can make the output signals of all channels trigger the gate system
together for increasing the credibility. Taking two channels for example, suppose the miss
probability of each signal channel to be P(A) = P(B) = 10%, when the output singals of
these two channels are used to trigger the gate system together, the total miss probability
only is P(A • B) = P(A) • P(B) = 1 %.



In practical circuit design, the output signals of all six channels are used to trigger the
“gate system”. We use thses six trigger signals as “logic addition” and then its putput
goes to trigger the gate system. In practical measurement, the fault trigger appearance has
not been found yet.
On the other hand, in order to prevent the false trigger appearance, the following
measures are adopted:

1) Using the big signal detector to raise the threshold suitably.
2) Using the “pulse width selector” to get rid of the sharp pulse interference.
3) Using the Noise AGC circuit . (3)

When the above measures are used, the credibility of the gate system is greatly increased.

Fig. 4 The relationship among transmtting signal, recived signal and distance gate signal
(a) Transmitting signal T = 100ms;
(b) Gate signal when the system does not receive any signal;
(c) Gate signal will get narrow when the system has received signal;
(d) Mending the gate signals, when the signal is undulating.

The relationships among transmitting signal, received signal and the distance gate signal
are shown in Fig.4.
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